PUMP PROTECTOR

The Ultimate Protection for Long-Term Storage
of Pressure Washer Pumps
It is important to protect equipment in long-term storage
and cold weather. During long-term or seasonal storage of
three months or longer, the residual fluid left in the pump
can cause corrosion, sticking valves and mineral deposits.
For equipment stored where the temperatures drop below
freezing the pump can be damaged from water freezing in
the manifold.
The best solution: use specially formulated Pump Protector
from Cat Pumps® to protect your pressure washer pump
from freezing, corrosion, mineral deposits and premature
wear. Recommended for use with all pressure washers,
Pump Protector adds lubrication to pistons, valves and
seals to prevent sticking. There is no better way to protect
your pump. Get the best — get Cat Pumps!

Features
 Excellent winterize: protects pumps from freezing to
-25° F / -32° C
 Lubricates seals, valves and valve seat to prevent sticking
 Inhibits corrosion and mineral deposits
 Environmentally friendly — 100% biodegradable

How to Order
 Order part number 6208 for a case of six bottles;
12 fluid ounces (355 ml) each

Steps to Store and Protect your Pump

1. Turn engine/motor to
Off position.

5. Remove black protective
cap to expose male garden
hose thread and internal
check valve.

2. Disconnect all hoses.

6. Screw bottle into garden
hose fitting on inlet
of pump.

3. Unscrew blue valve from
bottle and remove white
internal seal.

7. Squeeze bottle to inject
pump protector fluid
into pump.

4. Thread blue valve back
onto bottle.

8. Gas Pressure Washers
Pull starter cord until pump
protector fluid is discharged
from pump outlet.
(DO NOT START ENGINE)

Contact us for more information at
info@catpumps.nl or +31(0)50-8200963
9. Electric Pressure Washers
Briefly turn pressure washer
on until pump protector fluid
is discharged from pump
outlet, then turn unit Off.

10. Remove bottle from
garden hose fitting.
Store or dispose of
bottle properly.
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